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New Little Theatre
Show Being
Given This Week

PACIFI

EEKLY

For A Big Laugh
See Doc Coder's
Greek Drama Hit
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By WALTER WRIGHT
Whenever I approach that fateful
period which threatens all of us next
week, I think of a professor I had
once in a Washington boarding
school. He was a teacher of Eco
nomics and Commercial Law, and
because he expressed himself on
these subjects quite otherwise than
did the text-books and the State
Board of Education, he enjoyed the
reputation of being a social menace.
I say "enjoyed" advisedly, because
he had the true iconoclast's delight
in the realization that he was not as
these other men.

Coder Selects Thespians
For Faculty Production
Original Translation by Noted Schol ar
To Serve as Script for Scanty Clads

Dr. William C. Coder, noted director of the Pacific Faculty Stock
Players announced today the complete casting for the all-male surprise hit
of the season "The Trojan Woman," a new and original translation by the
rioted Greek scholar, Dr. Fred L. Farley, which will star sketchily clad
faculty members in the production scheduled for a barnstorming perform
ance during the assembly hour of4
—
February 3.
This assembly will not be com
pulsory as a small fee will he
charged for admission.
ALL MALE CAST
Dr. Coder explains: "What ap
dynamite' Bardon
pears to be a novelty, that the cast
The faculty and the more conserv is an all-male one, was the accus
ative students acted in his presence tomed manner of producing plays in
the gorgeous Greek days. Men con
with an apprehensive respect . . .
tinued to portray the feminine roles
as they might in the neighborhood of in dramatic productions until a few
a keg of dynamite. I hat some of hundred years ago. Therefore, in
us fell under the fiery contagion of keeping with the spirit of the times,
McCall Making Plans
his personality was probably not due Pacific's professors will be faithful
to the torch of histronic tradition."
Under the leadership ot Dr. Roy
to the fact that his ideas gripped us He further explained that contrary
any more than the Tennyson-and- to popular rumors, Miss Mae Shaw <J. AieUail, director ot torensics lor
ooth the College ol tne t'acihc ana
lemonade idealism which we encoun will positively NOT appear in the
Stockton Junior College, the North
tered in other class-rooms. But we production.
ern Lalilornia Junior college Asso
Trojan Woman" is presented to ciation is making pians tor iurtlierliked explosives per se, and when
Professor Bardon pounded the desk the student body as a faculty gesture mg forensic activities among its
keeping with the general desire members.
with both fists and unleashed a roar to entertain the Class of '38 and is
Through the N. C. J. A. C. con
ing flood of anathema upon all the similar to the Senior-Faculty Basket tacts, Stockton Junior College may
sanctities of this world and the next, Ball game in that the same amount rind another outlet for the- activity
of its debaters and orators. Many
we got what we wanted . . . undiluted of attire is worn.
Aspiring Faculty professors, who of these institutions don't come to
and devastating.
will appear in grease paint and foot- the Pacific Junior College tourna
At the annual meeting of the trus light manners as successful candi
ment, and only one or two are now
tees all sorts of dubious schemes dates for character roles, enter into met in individually arranged con
were concocted to secure his dismis the theme of the production com tests throughout the year.
If some form of organization satis
sal and prevent him from further pletely wrapped up in personalities,
factory to all member schools could
poisoning our minds. I understand togas, and hilarity.
Arthur "Xerxes" Farey and Dr. be arranged, the junior colleges of
that these procedures move quite
smoothly in most cases, if the pres Dionysios" Werner have been se Northern California may have an
sure is strong enough. But with lected to play the leads in the pro nual contests in debate, extempor
Bardon they always fizzled away, be duction because of the fact that each aneous speaking, and oratory. De
cause'the victim it seems had pres looks godlike in a Greek costume. bating will probably, according to
sure on his side too, in the person Harold "Jupiter" Jacoby, in spite of advance surveys, consist of sympos
of Governor Hartley. Sometimes in the rather obvious set of knock- ium, problem solving/and panel dis
class he would reminisce about the knees, has consented to appear as a cussion types, rather than the com
good old days "before Hartley de male character, provided that he may petitive styles, but it will provide
generated into a politician," when the wear a flowing beard, which accord intercollegiate experience for many
two of them used to run the city of ing to Director William "Aristoph of the less experienced debaters.
A league among the Northern Cali
Everett. We could usually tell that anes" Coder, he plans to drape in
something was brewing behind the front of his lower extremities and fornia junior colleges was in exist
scenes when we came to class and which, if the weather is not too cold, ence some years 'back. As Sacra
found a note on the door saying that he plans to drain the water on his mento J. C. were the headquarters
of this organization, the California
the professor had gone to the state knee. ,
Clarence "Xantippe" Larsen will Coast Debate League. Its untimely
capitol on a business trip.
be kept busy as an entire company decease was due to lack of interest
of Trojan infantry. The "Savoir" on the part of members.
Washtub Philosophy
Questionnaires were sent twenty
with which he not only directs but at
But what calls him to mind es the same time participates in the schools, with only three replies as
pecially at this time is the graphic movements on an entire company of yet. Dr. McCall said, "It is my hope
way in which he expressed to new soldiers is born of Dr. Larsen's that the junior colleges of Northern
students his disgust with popular broad background as a gay Lothario California will manifest a greater in
terest in all types of contest work.
pedagogy. At the beginning of each in the French Foreign Legion.
term he drew on the blackboard a
Robert "Fo Fam" Fenix, as a love The present tendency is toward the
picture of a washtub, and began his sick maiden, defies description. The modified discussion forms, which is a
lecture somewhat as follows: "This, audacious abduction scene, with good development, but which, in my
gentlemen, is a picture of American Fenix slung over Jacoby's shoulder opinion, is not enough in itself."
education. Consequently it is a pic and the Trojan Army (Larsen) in SYMPOSIUM
On the Pacific Debate Symposium
ture of the way everyone teaches in full bloodhound pursuit, is probably
this place—except me. The object the most daring, the most stupend last Tuesday at 1:45 over KGDM
is for the professor to empty into ous, dramatic bit ever to be offered Jean Miller, Doris Hancock, and
Marie Nichols presented the second
the. tub as much as he thinks it can
the classic halls of Pacific.
extemporaneous speaking contest.
hold. When it can't hold any more REHEARSALS SECRET
Miller spoke on "Social service, an
he relieves the congestion by having
Secret rehearsals have been sched
an examination. This is not my uled for dark and dismal places opportunity for twentieth century
method. When I have an examina where, under the direction of Dr. women". Hancock on, "Law, a new
tion I'll expect you to use your Coder, the eminent interpreter of the calling for women," and Nichols
ended the program with a talk on,
minds, not empty them."
Greek art, the Faculty thespians are "Women as executives in the fashion
* * *
being diligently coached on the in
An acquaintance living at the terpretation of love and war in the world." AJ1 three speeches were on
the Pi Kappa Delta extemporaneous
American Embassy in Tokyo writes toga clad Greek manner.
speaking topic, "Careers for Twen
that if it were not for the air ma
The world premier of "The Tro
neuvers 'which are held over the city jan Woman" will be the show of the tieth Century Women."
about twice a week, the foreigner hour at the Thursday assembly on
would hardly suspect that the country February 3, presented as a Faculty
was at war. For two or three hours feature for the edification of the
during these mock raids the city is Pacific Student Association.
plunged in darkness, traffic is frozen
and the streets deserted while the
reserve air fleet imagines what it
would do if Soochow or Nanking
Rabbi Aaron J. Levy of the local
lay beneath instead of Tokyo.
synagogue has consented to give £
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Group Thought Specialist
To Visit Campus Groups
Regina Westcott-Wieman to Lecture on Individual Adjustment;
Campus Organizations Combine Forces to Make Visit Possible
*

Committee
Announces
Budget

Forensics
Groups to
Enlarge

Books Show Balance

• . '• '

Evelyn Barnett, long active in Pacific Little Theatre circles,
reaches the climax of her collegiate acting career this week in her
portrayal of Mrs. Phelps, the restrained mother in Sydney How
ard's "Silver Cord."

Pierce Claims 'Silver Cord'
One of Theatre's Best
Faculty Member Reviews Dress Rehearsal
In 1926 Sydney Howard, California's most distinguished dramatist,
wrote a play called "The Silver Cord." American drama has given us
few plays which produced twelve years later could stand as true, as
vital, as moving as when they were first staged. But American drama
in general has tended to be pecMiarly-f
local, and definitely dated in thought weaker son, who fails to take his
and expression. "The Silver Cord" chance of escape; Christina, strong,
has that universality of appeal which, and fine, and wise; and gentle, ideal
we are told, gives living fame to the istic Hester.
plays of the great dramatic ages of
To his characters Howard gives
the past.'.
lines to speak and scenes to play so
The theme of the play is selfish, beautifully interwoven that one is
possessive mother love. We may dis scarcely conscious of the real liter
like the theme; we may find our ary ability which has wrought them
selves stirred to unaccustomed fury into being. Rarely has the modern
against Mrs. Phelps; but never for stage had a play with more dramatic
one moment can we say that such moments than we find in "The Silver
women do not exist, not one mem Cord."
Mr. Brown and Pacific Little Thea
ber of the audience, if he be honest,
can see "The Silver Cord" and de tre have taken Howard's good work
clare that no counterpart of Mrs. and given it every chance to show
Phelps is in his circle of acquaint how good it is. He has entrusted
the parts to five players who each
ances.
Mr. Howard then has something of seem to have caught the essential
importance to say, but if that were quality of character he must play.
all he might still have failed to wile Supposedly it is Mrs. Phelps' play,
play of strength and power. He and Evelyn Barnett makes most of
needed also to people his stage with the part. She is a restrained Mrs.
characters who would ring as true Phelps, and curiously all the more
as his theme. And he succeeded. menacing from that very fact. No
He gives us five people, beautifully actress could arouse the hate we felt
drawn, splendidly contrasted. Mrs. for her on Wednesday night with
Phelps, the possessive mother; David, out doing a might good job of pro
her eldest son, charming but weak, jecting a character across the foot
torn by what he thinks are opposing lights. Verna Dunstan has caught
(Continued on page 2)
loyalties; Robert, the younger and

A balanced budget for 1937-1938
puts the Pacific Student Association
in a class which even F. D. R. and
the United States government can't
reach. „
I he proposed budget for the school
year 1937-'38 has just been released
by Roy Cencirulo, treasurer of the
Pacific Student Association. The
student body fees of one thousand
eighty-one students in Stockton Jun
ior College and the College of the
Pacific, plus a carry over from last
year of $2,750, makes the total in
come of the P. S. A. $24,370.
The budget follows:
A. W. S
$ 386.10
Band
1,786.48
Debate
994.50
Deputations
338.00
Frosh Handbook
500.00
WEEKLY
j
2,464.70
Naranjado
3,354.60
Class" Funds
1,206.00
S. C. A
260.00
General Fund
1,500.00
Rally and Social
842.00
Employment Bureau
125.00
Bengal Daily
;
80.00
Board of Athletic Control.... 4,924.00
Track, swimming tennis
2,000.00
Swimming Pool
2,500.00
Total expenditures amount to $23,261.38, leaving a reserve fund of
hi,108.62. It must be noted that the
band appropriation included the pur
chase of new uniforms besides the
ordinary appropriation. The Board
of Athletic Control appropriation is
based upon $4 per year per student.
STATEMENT MADE
Cencirulo issued the following
statement concerning the budget:
'Regarding the relationship be
tween the money spent by the stu
dent body and the total benefit re
ceived by the students, one might
say that this year the students are
receiving more than ever before.
Evidence of this fact is to be found
in the facts that the Naranjado is
being issued free to every student
body card holder, and that the stu
dent body is supporting the minor
sports program of swimming, track,
and tennis. Both these steps are ad
ditions to its ordinary undertakings.
"Considering the present financial
status of the student body treasury,
it is quite evident that student body
activities are on a firm financial
basis. That the swimming pool debt
is almost paid is proof of what the
student body can do in the way of
furthering the interests of the P.
S. A."
Louis Sandine, president of the
P. S. A., notes the present situation
in stating, "Every organization on the
campus is keeping within their
budget. The Pacific WEEKLY es
pecially is running well within their
allotment, with the incomes from ad
vertising more than making up for
the difference between the student
body appropriation and the WEEK
LY budget."

Dr. Regina Westcott-Wieman, prominent lecturer in fields of psychol
ogy, education, and religious education, will visit the College of the Pacific
and Stockton Junior College from March 7 through March 11, according
to an announcement made by Dean James Corson last Wednesday.
' Dr. Wieman will be sponsored by
the Pacific Student Association
along with the Student Christian
Association and the combined fac
ulty administrative forces of both
the Stockton Junior College and
College of the Pacific. Her pro
gram while on the campus will be
arranged by .the Student Executive
Committee to best fit the needs of
The Block "P" society wish
group thinking in various school
es to thank the student body
organizations.
for the fine spirit it showed
GROUP THINKING
in supporting the Senior-Fac
Featuring leadership in group
ulty basket ball game. A tra
thinking rather than individual coun
dition upon the campus, the
sel, Dr. Wieman will stress individ
game this year drew the larg
ual and family adjustments in addi
est crowd in several years.
tion to various phases of social re
The club appreciates this en
lationship and adjustment, including
thusiasm as it has made pos
sex education.
sible the furtherance of the
Dr. Wieman's preparation for her
activities of the organization.
work has covered a wide front of
Rudy Rivera, President.
activities. She has written several
pamphlets including "Girl and Boy
Relationships," "Resources for Every
day Living," and "Popularity." She
is the co-author, with her husband,
of a book entitled "Formative 1''sychology of Religion."
Academic work has taken Dr.
Wieman to such schools as the Uni
versity of California, Harvard Uni
versity, University of Southern Cali
fornia, Alliance Francaise, College
de France, Oxford University, Co
lumbia University, University of
Chicago, and Occidental College.

Lettermen

Extend Thanks

Terry States
Japan Near
Bankruptcy
Patriotism Runs High

Returning to school after six
months in Japan, is Deane Terry,
Pacific sophomore, who brings back
first-hand information on the FarEastern situation. Terry returned
from the Orient January 11.
Since July 1, Terry had lived with
his parents in Kobe, fourth largest
Japanese city, having approximately
the same population as San Francis
co. He had ample opportunity to
analyze the current Sino-Japanese
crisis during his stay
"Japan is closer to national bank
ruptcy now than ever before," the re
turning Bengalite says. "However,
Japan has been on the verge of fin
ancial disaster before and has al
ways pulled through. The strong
budget-balancing program may save
the country despite the high cost of
warfare."

LONG EXPERIENCE
Commencing practice 18 years ago,
Dr. Wieman has gradually wo'rked
from the simpler problems to the
more complex in the field of personal
adjustments. Her field has ranged
from such organizations as the Green
Bay Rotary Club to the P. T. A. of
Santa Barbara, California. She has
been well received on all sides and
has a large number of recommenda
tions from those she has visited in
the role of advisor.
Professor Morgan Odell, of the
department of Philosophy and Reli
gion, Occidental College, California,
made the following statement con
cerning Dr. Wieman's qualifications.
'In connection with young people's
work we have used the services of
Dr. Westcott-Wieman as a coun
selor in a number of fields, primarily
those having to do with social rela
tionships and the resolving of per
sonal difficulties in the moral, spirit
ual, and psychological fields.
Here she has been of excellent
service because she has fine ability
to become a participating member
of the group in the presentation and
discussion of the particular problem
being studied. She quickly estab
lishes a spirit of inquiry and friend
liness which makes her work attrac
tive to young people."

INTERNAL FIGHT
Regarding the war, Terry believes
that it is an outward manifestation
of the bitter political quarrel raging
within Japan between the military
and parliamentary factions in the
government. At present, the military
has the upper hand, and as long as
the' internal trouble at home con
tinues, the war will continue, thinks
Terry.
He opines that the average Jap INTERESTED GROUPS
anese does not want war, but asserts
Campus groups indicating the de
that the Nipponese have a strong- sire to have Dr. Wieman address
sense of national honor, which has them include the Student Christian
been appealed to and exploited by the Association, The Student Executive
propagandizing militarists.
Committee, Public Affairs Forum,
"Patriotism is at fever pitch in and the Student Affairs Forum. As
Japan and in every town and villiage her time here is limited and there
crowds are cheering the troops off to will probably be a great demand for
battle. The people have been led to her services, it is urged that those
believe that China has violated treaty organizations desiring to contact Dr.
agreements and that the honor of Wieman see Dean Corson in the near
Nippon has been defiled."
future.
Probable underlying causes of the
Assembly and chapel days will be
Oriental conflict, according to the reversed during Dr. Wieman's slay.
course dealing with the Old Testa
much-traveled student who lived in On Tuesday, March 8, she will give
Features Attacked as Weak Part of Paper
Japanese Press
ment in the coming semester upon
Japan for eight years, 1927-1935, are an address in assembly, while the
the request of Prof. Colliver, head
the economic and social difficulties be regular chapel period will be held on
Needless to say the Japanese press
"We
can't
feature
such
features
even
if
you
can."
of the department of Bible.
setting the greatly overcrowded Thursday, March 10. The former
is one of the most circumscribed in
That is the principal complaint o f- harrassed virile readers in response
Students who may be interested
Five students successfully conduct
nation.
the world. Our own press, which
is a compulsory assembly, while the
!o the WEEKLY'S double-barreled question of "What's wrong with the
Main difficulty," states Terry, "is chapel period will be a voluntary ga
seems in comparison almost free of ed the second deputations group at may register for the course which
the combination of modern industrial thering.
political control, is actually just as Martinez, Sunday evening under the will be for two units, designated as paper and what's to be done about it."
Starting on the assumption that the male of the species is less
Bible 110. The hour has not been
plants and medieval working condi
distorting. From Shanghai a friend auspices of the S. C. A.
tions. Unemployment is not as great
Grant Colliver and Irvin Grubbs decided but an attempt will be made deadly than the female, the"
who is now reading "New York
Dr. Harris: "More news of a cos
March 5 has been definitely set
problem as working conditions,
led
the high school and college age to meet the desire of those enrolling WEEKLY'S roving reporter interro
Times" accounts of some of the
events which he has witnessed, sends Christian Endeavor groups at the in the course. Those wishing to audit gated most of the important men on mopolitan nature, with less emphasis as the date for Pacific's annual Mardi which are very bad. Furthermore,
the campus, from President Tully C. on our own campus events and more Gras ball, according to Vincent Peck, prices are up forty per cent now,
us a letter damning American jour First Congregational church from the course will be welcome.
Rabbi
Levy
has
had
training
under
Knoles down to a couple of students on outside colleges would not be out general chairman for the event. As while Japan is tinkering with infla
6:15
to
7:15.
At
7:30
Colliver
and
nalism as a "medium for making a
herd of sheep run in any direction, Grubbs spoke at the evening worship eminent Jewish scholars and will be named Joe-. The replies, while dif of place in the WEEKLY. A col was the case last year, Stockton Civic tion. They are making a desperate
able to furnish an exceptionally in fering in some aspects, centered al umn devoted to current magazines Auditorium will serve as the scene effort to bring their exports up even
but the right one, at the will of an service. Mary Lomprey gave the in
teresting background of understand most unanimously on the "inferiority and periodicals would be enjoyed by for the year's biggest social affair.
with their imports. Thus far they
vocation,
scripture,
and
prayer.
Har
Professor Robert Fenix recently
idiot."
Although definite committees have have not quite succeeded, but ex took his Industrial Management class
Some of the most reputable jour mon Ginn sang "The Voice in the ing for the Old Testament. More of the feaure columns," as one of many, I believe."
over he has taken an active interest the faculty members termed it.
Dr. Waldo: "Gossip columns are not been named, Peck stated that ports are growing while imports are
nals in the country published de Wilderness" and "Sweet Hour of
in college affairs and knows the mind
Some of the suggestions advanced futile. Instead of some of the col plans are progressing rapidly. Bob being drastically reduced. It all makes on two field trips to neighboring
Prayer"
accompanied
by
Elizabeth
lineations of the conflict which were
and interest of modern students.
indicate that there is a desire on the umns now appearing, personality Bastian, who recently completed
an unstable condition in Japan, with factories, for observance of modern
n't even good burlesque. Quote: 'The Lacy.
campus
for
news
of
other
colleges
as
sketches
of
student
leaders
would
tour
through
Mexico,
has
been
put
consequent repercussions in the Sino- manufacturing and managerial prac
Preceeding
the
Christian
Endeavor
Japanese were firing on their own
well as more complete coverage of serve as an interesting feature."
in charge of decorations. His theme Japanese conflict."
tices.
landing parties; China was pushing groups the deputation members were
Pacific events, although it is gener
In reference to the Panay inci
Prof. Jonte: "The make-up and will probably utilize Mexican ideas
Japan back into the Whangpoo; an served tea and sandwiches. Mrs.
On Monday, January 10, the class
ally conceded that the present staff general tone of the paper is much and art which he studied on his trip dent, Terry is certain that the man
American volunteer army 10,000 Florence McGurk accompanied the
visited
the Super-Mold Corporation
does a more nearly adequate job of more pleasing than any in recent
Departing from the custom of the in the street in Japan thinks that it
strong was being assembled; Russia students on the trip.
at Lodi. The biggest plant of its
"was
all
a
terrible
mistake;
a
bad
scouring
the
campus
than
any
other
past
there
will
be
no
nationally
fa
years.
Coverage
is
quite
satisfactory.
Peppy folk dances and folk games
had lent China all her planes,
kind in the world, Super-Mold
Dr. Goleman: "The current mous orchestra this year. In an at accident."
Dwayne Orton, principal of the staff in recent years.
and so on." There follows a vituper are conducted every Thursday even
His
viewpoints
should
prove
a
Concensus
of
opinion
decrees
the
tempt
to
economize,
more
money
will
WEEKLY
staff
is
doing
an
admir
specializes in the making of machin
ative barrage of robust Anglo-Saxon ing from 7 to 8 in the Y rooms for Stockton Junior College, spoke yes
valuable asset to the S. C. A. in the ery for retreading or remolding of
words which I regret are not here all those who don't care to attend terday at the last assembly of the current Pacific "rag" to be the equal able job in handling the junior and be given to decorations, while
or superior of any WEEKLY of re senior college news simultaneously. local orchestra will be selected to Far Eastern Emergency Fund Drive tires. All the processes in the mold
the dance in the gym or for those
quotable.
semester.
cent vintage. Some were outspoken Coverage and feature material are play. Gil Evans and George Cavalli next month.
"Everything and anything was re who are interested in having lots of
ing of the retreading machine were
Eileen Daniels played a piano con ly enthusiastic, others' grudgingly unusually good for a weeky college are those being considered.
ported as happening except what ac fun and excitement. Orville Flet
shown to the class.
The
queen
will
be
chosen
in
the
publication.
In
some
respects,
Paci
praiseful,
but
nearly
all
the
men*
in
certo,
accompanied
by
Mr.
John
G.
cher
leads
the
group
and
his
aim
is
tually was happening. Finally, after
same
manner
as
last
year.
A
popu
fic's
paper
is
superior
to
the
'Daily
terviewed
thought
that
the
1937-38
Wilbur Early, former Pacific stu
Dunkerly Gives Talk
slipping here and there, after mak to learn a new dance each week. Elliott.
lar .vote on candidates from the
paper was generally satisfactory. Be Californian'."
ing the most horrible tactical blund Music at last week's meeting was
dent,
made a trip to the Moore
Announcement was made that the
"Brotherhood of Man" was the
"Pop" Gordon: "Covers the field various women's living groups will
ers, the Japanese, by the same series furnished by Alvin Learned. 1 his assembly of February 3rd, will not low are presented the comments and
Equipment
Company possible for
suggestions of male leaders on the well; shouldn't attempt to cover more be held the week before the Mardi Chapel theme last Tuesday. Head
of ' backward steps by which Italy group is an outgrowth of the folklining
the
program
was
a
talk
by
Gras
and
the
queen
crowned
the
Professor
Fenix'
class. Machine de
be
compulsory.
On
that
date,
the
than
campus
news.
It
suits
me.'
campus, faculty and students:
conquered Ethiopia, finds herself in dancing group which was held during
Miss Joyce Dunkerly, secretary of signing, especially of the road con
night
of
the
ball.
De
Marcus
Brown:
"The
paper
is
President
Knoles:
"The
paper
faculty
will
present
a
pla^
under
the
possession of all North China, and the afternoons at Asilomar. Much
Prizes will be given for the most the S. C. A., on the subject "Ost
better than my lectures. At least
has broken through five of the Hin- fun and enjoyment was derived from direction of Dr. William Coder, for should be more careful in interpret
struction type, was studied. Also
students read it during class every original, the funniest, and the most riches." Florence Pang, Eileen Dan
ing
facts.
Likewise,
more
care
should
this
group,
thereby
stimulating
in
denburg lines between Shanghai and
which a small admission charge will be exercised in editorial censorship of Friday. Gossip columns can be dis ornate, and the best matched couple iels, and the A Capella Choir co pointed out were the cost accounting
Nanking, and stands now about forty terest here on Pacific's campus.
be made. Proceeds will go to the columns. Vulgarity has no place in pensed with. They make good read- costumes. Over 800 couples are ex operated in presenting the remainder processes and assembling of the act
miles from Nanking without even a Everyone is invited to join in the
(Continued on page 2)
pected to attend.
of the Chapel program.
a good newspaper."
ual machinery.
S. C. A. funds.
fun!
row of mud huts to block her way."
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A FRAN'

is the Far Eastern Student Emergency Fund Campaign. To help
needy Chinese and Japanese students in this extreme crisis is the
purpose of the'world-wide drive of the World Student Christian
Federation. This organization, comprising student Y. M. C. A.
and Y. W. C. A, groups in more than fifty countries, has taken
upon itself the Christian task of helping less fortunate members
who are suffering serious deprivation in the war-torn area. Most
of the funds will be used to bring Chinese students from the warzone where universities are now in ruins to a temporary school in
the interior, where they may continue their education. Remainder
of the money will go to Student Christian work in Japan, where
students face hardships not as violent but equally perplexing as

1 rh as ray

Miss Pierce Praises 7Tlie Silver Cord7
(Continued from page 1)
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the wisdom and courage which makes
Christina one of the most charming
women in modern drama. Through
most of the play she seems quietly
sure of herself, and she is always
lovely to look at. Jean Westrum is
so completely the idealistic Hester
that I feel she will always be identi
fied in my mind with the part. The
sense she -gives in her big scene of
mounting hysteria has the finish of a
professional actress. The men of the
cast have perhaps an even more dif
ficult task, for the women are the
protagonists of the play. Hubert
White as David, and Marion Akers
as Robert must suggest the funda
mental weakness which makes the
dramatic situation possible, and yet
M
1 L" P TNFL
1
A.
make
the TLLFLINNM/,
audience feel a charm
which
explains the love of such women as
Christina and Hester. Hubert White

gives to the part of Dave a real
sense of inner struggle, and his act
ing is marked by an ease which is
pleasant in so young an actor. Marion
Akers plays Robin with a youthful
wistful quality which I found abso
Iutely the right note for the part and
one which points and heightens the
final tragedy.
The two sets are charming, the cos
turning colorful, and the tempo of
the play is swift and sure.
Perhaps you have gathered that
like "The Silver Cord" as a play,
that I am delighted with the Little
Theatre production, and that I feel
to miss it will be for all campus and
Stockton playgoers a major dramatic
catastrophe. Quite right. Those who
fail to see the play this weekend
have missed a rare evening in the
theatre.
Patty Pierce.
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By GLADYS HUGHES
WHEN YOU READ

Last week in a moment of blj,
innocence, we promised y0„ t|1"a'ss[«l
week .we would show War In 11,"1'*
unsuspecting public.
lows I have Glory. That, our critics tell us Its
.rongln. l
« « v a t rslawSkI^on| the worst possible taste. R
ls
ev '» !
less we persevere in our opinion^'
at times a good war story d0cs that
I do not know where I am, what I
come amiss. Hence, we Will
am, and why I am.
you the war stories with a safec,8'Ve
The laws compel me to pay-a me:
— tnat me
t h e awiui
a w f u l grip
— 0-j iard
so
chants' Tax, Auto Tax, Capital Stock
hysteria will not fasten onto yo™0'
Tax, Income Tax, Cigar
,
The safeguard we give y .
te Tax, Property lax, Gas lax,
"
er Tax, Light Tax, Street lax, Fredrick Palmer's recent book
ol Tax, Social Security lax, of last year's summer issues '"a"
Amusement Tax, Luxury lax, Syn Gallant Madness." That, We V
lieve, is one of the nicest bits of t;!
tax and Carpet Tax.
The Government has so governed ling it lias been our pleasure to meet.
book for
-my business that I do not know who It is , non-fiction
,
, the kind
— nd nf
owns it. I am suspected, expected, people who insist on knowin
Vln8 what
inspected, dis-respected
examined makes the wheels go around, Th
does not mean, however, that
"
re-examined until all 1 know is i
People
I'm supplicated for money for every without that peculiar disease will not
known need, desire or hope of the enjoy the book. On the contra^
human race, and because I refuse to anyone the least bit interested
illfall out, go out and beg, borrow or people and the strange things t
steal money to give-away, 1 am cus do in times of stress will find jj?
sed, discussed, boycotted, talked to book more than interesting.
talked about, lied to, lied about, held
The book takes you behind the
up, held down, and robbed until I am
scenes and shows you how propa_
nearly ruined. The only reason I am
ganda played its part during the |a9
clinging to life is to see what the
war. Mr. Palmer frankly states his
heck is coming next . .
opinion of certain "boners" p„]]e(]
by the allied high commands, and
scourges Germany equally jvell. This
is a book to give you a healthy sns.
picion of certain events now flourish
ing on the front pages of the news
papers. Not a novel, but every bjj
as entertaining.
l.av. keen
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By BOBBIN GAY
I've seen The Silver Cord in re
hearsal, and, if 1 were you, this is
one play that I would not fail to see.
Sidney Howard is one of America s
most famous playwrites, and this
show, one of his greatest. De Marcus
Brown was fortunate in the cast
all are experienced players and they
give you a real show. Tonight and
tomorrow night are tire last chances
that you'll get to see this excellent
production. Don't miss it, for you 11
regret it if you don't see what is
going to prove to be one, if not the,
finest show this season. Shay Bar
nett, Hnbie White, Marion Akers,
Verna Dunstan, and Jean Westrum,
all deserve a good hand, so you d
better be there to see that they get it

AN INTERESTING SIDELIGHT

So it behooves the WEEKLY to watch it's step. To much is
too much in any condition, even the most favorable. It's possible
to go too far, and the staff will attempt not to take advantage of
any concessions the administration is giving to it at the present
time. In the meantime, we thank and congratulate the faculty on
its policy of "Non-intervention."

you

Read..,

GT,",e°™po»Me

those of their Chinese brethren.
The word "brethren" tells the whole tale of. the movement.
Motivating force of the W. S. C. F. drive is toward a stronger
World Christian Community. "Y" groups in all American col
leges are solidly behind the worthy project. None of which is
more active than Pacific's own S. C. A. Pacific's share in pro
moting solidarity and understanding between American and Orien
tal students is a comparatively small one, but the purpose and
spirit behind the movement is one which every student on the
campus should embrace.
Every thinking student (and we all like to think that we think)
will benefit by investigating and getting behind this project.
H. W. B.
Remember, a little Christian help goes a long way.

to the- WEEKLY'S survey for criticism may be derived from a
study of the faculty's reactions. Although those professors who
were interviewed were quite frank in their objections to certain
of the present policies-, there has been no official censure which says
that this, that, or the other, can not be run. At all times the
faculty has maintained a hands off policy which, needless to say,
has been the joy of the editorial staff.
Perhaps this pleasing lack of censorship has been lacking be
cause of the absence of any truly controversial groups on campus.
Although every "ism" under the sun seems to have a few adher
ents from Pacific's student body, no truly violent and passionate
uprisings, peculiar to larger schools, have occurred here.
Last year's cannery strike seemed to be the one exception to
this rule. Local interest ran high with the conflict between grower
canner, and business men. Students, aside from the natural
fascination bound to arise with tear gas bombings, shot guns, and
general mayhem on the loose, found themselves lined up either
as so-called "communist" sympathizers or as "capitalists".
Since that climax of the year, there has been, fortunately, no
motivating circumstances for student demonstration. There has
been no R. O. T. C. to abolish; no "Capitalist" regime to attack
TTo "communist" activities to reprove; and very little has been
seen on campus to indicate that Japanese and Chinese students
are ready to attack with bayonets. All in all it has apparently
been a peacefully sane, yet mentally progressive year. Pacificites
although their small numbers do not warrant the effect of demon
strations, have been content to think things out for themselves
without benefit of mob psychology. That they have been interest
ed in current problems has been indicated by the increasing pop
ularity of public discussion groups sponsored by both faculty anc
non-campus thinkers. We prefer to think that Pacific's attitude
toward world conditions has beerr as live as those in other schools,
but tempered with judgment born of sound thinking and careful
choosing of personal preferences. Certainly those who have had
somewhat "different" theories have not been repressed. There
has been no dam to obstruct the free flow of private opinion
Everyone can choose his own credo.
Perhaps it has been this, lack of violent action in truly con
troversial questions, that has kept the WEEKLY from taking
sides on such issues. Certainly it would be of no interest to
any of the few editorial readers, and would be far from pertinent
to the local scene.
At any rate, this saner attitude has probably fostered a saner
editorial policy, which the faculty, thus far, has not molested in
any official action. True, there have been several "it might be
better to
all of which has been permitted to sink in or
not, as the hardheadedness of the staff might permit. As has
been the case in other campus opinion influences, the WEEKLY
has been allowed free rein, and it is hoped the staff has used its
freedom wisely.
At a time when school papers throughout the country are
chafing under too meticulous faculty censorship, the WEEKLY
seems singulary fortunate in the attitude its supervisors have
taken. Such papers as the "Californian" and the "Texan" have
bemoaned administration intervention throughout the year, and
more than one editorial has been written on behalf of "student
freedom", "freedom of the -press", and the usual stock editorial
woes.
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Weekly

Criticism

(Continued from page 1)
ing, but are likely to be injurious."
Art Farey: "The best looking pa
per ever, but it still needs more care
ful copy-reading. At times it is too
caustic."
John Crabbe: "More exchange
material, less dirt. The feature page
has a high school air. Make-up is
improved."
Prof. Corbin: "Personal jibes
against individuals lower the stand
ard of the paper. Criticism should
not be too harsh. The WEEKLY
goes out to many outsides places and
the editor should keep that in mind
when putting out the paper."
Bob Fenix; "it is newsy, much
improved over old WEEKLIES.
Columns are high-schoolish, should
be improved."
Dr. Jacoby: "Campus dirt is un
necessary; an undue amount of space
is devoted to society; not enough to
outside news. Aside from that the
paper is fine."
Dr. Stanford: "I'm a little out of
touch with current campus view
points, but I don't care much for this
'lovey dovey' stuff. It sounds grammar-schoolish."
Dr. Bawden: "The paper should
continue its progressive, aggressive
editorial spirit, although an attempt
should be made to direct it into more
constructive channels. More space
should be devoted to curriculum
changes; the paper should keep
abreast of changing philosophies of
education."
Dr. Eiselen: "The best WEEKLY
in years. The personal columns,
however, are amateurish. If the fea
ture section can be lifted to the level
of the news department, the paper
will be 'tops'."
Dr. Coder: "I miss a good, earthy,
campus column. Most of the feature
colmuns are inferior, and have little
value. Campus coverage, such as it
is, is well written, but is not as com
plete as it should be."
Irwin Grubbs, S. C. A. president:
"Humor feeble, but general tone is
up from last year. Would like to
see more student editorials."
Henry Hobson: "The feature
page is amateurish and cliquey. Yet
withal, this is the most truly repre
sentative paper I have seen at Pacific.
All it needs is a feature staff with
a constructive viewpoint."
Doug. Silva: "Style gripes me—
everything else is okay."
Francis O'Hare: "Certain col
umns hold little appeal for me, but
in general the paper is very satis
factory."
George Bralye: "More glorifica
tion of the athlete. Put sports on
front page and get more support
for out teams. Otherwise everything
is oke."
Gordy White: "The best it's ever
been."
Roy Cencirulo: "The financial
status of the paper is very satisfac
tory. Most of the stuff in it is all
right, too."
Rudy Riveira: "Columns are
weak. Tiger Rags should be en
couraged, but they should be signed."
Forrest Darby: "More publicity
to our athletic teams, front page if
necessary."
Jerry Kiethley: "Editorial policy
very good. Columns not so hot but
improving. Would like more dope
on Far Western schools."
Bud Sturrock: "Flashier type,

Science Profs.
Improvizations
Edqar Eqbepf
It was rough, it was tough but
Pacific's ambi-dextrous Faculty casaba squad showed us that they can
take it. Many time the decisions
were foul and you could see Francis
burning up, Wenger burned also, and
even Bob Burns. The defeat of the
faculty is a real blow for a real sac
rifice was at stake, for, if the faculty
won it meant that they could ap
proach final week with perfect confi
dence.
All of their students would be eat
ing out of their hands (you wouldn't
eat out of any of their hands if
you had seen what I did just recent
ly). Now the story is different—
for punishment, the faculty will have
to change all of their finals this year.
No, they cannot use the same ques
tions they have been using for the
past so many years but they will
spring forth with a new set that will
stump even the average janitor.
Well, with cries, "We was robbed,"
still ringing in our ears we move
into the toughest week of the year,
final week. It's not really as bad as
we might cause you to think so
worry not my little ones for if the
Camels don't get you the finals must.
In closing may I leave you with this
little epitaph.
A student had just flunked a final
exam, and decided that maybe a
consultation with the teacher would
fix everything. So the "student put
on his most dis-heartening look and
demanded an explanation from the
teacher. After a lengthy interview
the teacher told the student it was
an old Pacific Custom, so the stud
ent "custom-ed" and left.
bigger and bolder and blacker, is
needed. Variety is lacking in the
make-up. Personal columns are odor
ous if poorly handled."
Louis Sandine: "A good WEEK
LY which is paying for itself. Only
fault is the occasional use of "Girls"
and "Boys" for Women's and Men's
Dorm. That gripes me."
Joe Olaeta: "Editorials are wellwritten but lack facts.'
Mick Parsons: "Needs humor.
Two or three columns are good, the
rest smell."
Bob Bartlett: "The WEEKLY'S
fearless editorial policy has my ad
miration. However, the feature col
umns, so-called, are a lot of bologna."
Frank Woods: "Scandal columns
are okay if done well, but the ones
in the WEEKLY are too cliquey and
lack tact. More fraternity news is in
order."
Alex Turkatte: "News is about ade
quate, but the paper has too much
rubbish on. the inside pages."
Mike Martinovich: "Too much
individual personality stuff.
Too
many writers, short on tact."
Ed Simonsen: "Fine make-up and
good news coverage make this one
of the very best WEEKLIES. Only
sore spots are some of the feature
columns."
NEXT ISSUE: THE WOMEN'S
ANGLE.

Planning Trip
This Spring

The Second Mrs. Tanqueary was
very well done. Nelda Ormiston can
relax a bit now, and feel mighty
proud of her work, as well as of her
cast. They all turned in nice per
formances with especial mention to
Claribel Coffman. Eugene Minson's
little bit was excellently done—by the
way, Eugene, the costumes were very
lovely. In case you don't know, Mr.
Minson's talent also runs along into
the dressmaking line. Toni Rifberg
and Bob Broaddus had a difficult
task, and they did it well. An inter
esting show all the way through
that gained immediately the attention
of the audience and held it until the
last curtain.
Take a bow—all of
you.
The next Studio play is The Af
fairs of Anatol; tile director—well
I'm afraid my time has come. Febru
ary 24, 25 and 26 are the dates, so
if this column doesn't appear during
the next few weeks, just realize that
the writer has gone "backstage" in
a big way. Max Gobel appears again
this time as Anatol;; Kenny Stowell
comes downstairs to play, as does
Faye Lovegren. Jane Turner and
Holly Von Ehrenberg are new names
for -the theatre, the latter a transfer
from California. We hope that The
Affairs of Anatol are kept under
control. Censored!

Eight days through Nature's Won
derland will be the pleasure of those
going on the sixth tour and inspec
tion trip to Mojave Desert, Boulder
Dam, and Death Valley from April
9 to 16 inclusive. This excursion
is under the auspices of the College
of the Pacific under the joint direc
tion of Dr. T. A. Bawden and Pro
fessor J. H. Jonte, who will be as
sisted by an able group of specialists.
It is primarily an educational and
scientific trip for studying nature
in the rough and observing the ap
We heard that Alpha Theta has
plication of scientific principles to broken down and is entertaining the
the industries of the regions visited. cast for The Silver Cord tonight—
or maybe there were conflicts be
ITINERARY CHANGED
fore?—Marc will need "props" him
Many points of interest will be self if a few things keep on much
seen. Huge chemical plants, a large longer—Joe Downey has achieved
cement plant, producing oil fields, a new name for himself, "the ghost
beautiful Red Rock Canyon, fasci of the theatre"; Joe, by the way, is
nating Death Valley, Calico Hills, always having parties for the cast
and, above all, Boulder Dam will all and from what we hear they are
be included in the trip. The itiner swell.—Congratulations to Rhizomia
ary has been slightly changed this for having such a one as Bob A'dayear. The group will camp on Mead mina and such an ardent supporter
lake and will have an opportunity to as Ralph De Puy. Enjoy the show,
have a boat ride on this lake which Ralph? I thought so. Orchids to
is above Boulder Dam.
Nelda s backstage workers, they
"Roughin' it" will be a feature of knew what they were supposed to
the trip, for everyone going will sleep do, and best of all, they did it —
on the ground right under the stars. Fun getting a look in on Hubie's pri
Meals will be plain and simple but vate life, and we wonder, does he
well-balanced and abundant. In the usually go to bed with his boots on?
evening there will be a program Jhe piano is a fine instrument isn't
around the camp-fire which will be it Shay? Marc my word, weed-ga
both recreational and educational. thermg is great sport. And as for
Outstanding features of the day's T'n"ny. ,Candld Camera" Compton
tour will be discussed by various 111 get him, and it won't be with
members of the staff. There will camera!
also be conference and study groups
directed by staff members will give
a chance for more detailed study and
discussion of the outstanding fea
tures. The party will be organized
on a cooperative basis, and each in
dividual will have specific duties on
certain days to facilitate matters for
those in charge.
After mopping up the kit ,
CREDIT GIVEN

Exchanges

College students may earn credit
by going on this tour providing at
the end of the trip they present a
satisfactory report based upon read
ing and observations in the field.
Membership in this tour is open to
students and teachers, and their par
ents and friends who may be inter
ested in visiting the desert regions
in an organized group where they
have the opportunity to learn much
more about this Nature's Wonder
land. The group will return by way
of Tehachapi Pass and will camp at
Monolith. This is a change in itin
erary from last year.
The cost of the trip is relatively
small since it includes transportation
from Stockton and return, food
swimming-pool fees, and boat-ride]
but ij does not include the cost of
college credits. For further infor
mation see Dr. Bawden or Professor
Jonte in the Chemistry office.
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Pacific Student Groups
Plan To Give Aid
In Chinese Crisis

Possibility that Dr. T. Z. Koo, a
noted Chinese lecturer, might include
the College of the I'acific in his itin
erary was foreseen this week as the
result of a committee formed by local
students to aid in the Sino-Japanese
educational crisis.
Committee plans are not as yet
definite according to members, but an
effort is being made to bring Dr. Koo
to Stockton as a part of the group's
plan to raise money for Chinese and
Japanese students who have been de
prived of their educational facilities
in the course of war activities.
Miss Hin Oi Young, transfer stud
ent from Lingnan University, Can
ton, China, has been named chairman
of the committee. Other members in
clude Irvin Grubbs, Erwin Farley,
Martin Pulich, Joyce Dunkerly, Prof'.
Colliver, Prof. Goleman, Florence
Pang, Florence Sato, Bob Takahashi,
Mary Galton, Prof. Bawden, Minnie
Sawyer, Bill Becker, and Bill Work
man.
ihe immediate aim of "the commit
tee is to unite with other colleges
throughout the nation in the raising
of the funds needed to establish
school bases outside of the war area,
n addition to this material goal
ai"e partic'Pati"g hope to
iffit* rt
mite Chinese and Japanese students

cause tT1
? W°rld in 3 comm°«
cause, thus doing away with the
glowing tension between the two
groups.
Swinging into immediate action the
committee is daily maki„g contact
with local business leaders in an at
acrion \° a*fCrtaia
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In this category we found two
especially good novels, the first a
tried and tested epic that has been
out about ten years or more, Ernest
Hemmingway's "Farewell To Arras"
The story has been condemned by)
lot of our happy-ending fiends, tot
those who don't mind getting emo
tional over an honestly tragic story
can have a grand time with this one
It is an unhappy love-story, "to®
against a background of war-to"
Italy", in which an American sold'"
and an English nurse find a love
idyll without benefit of clergy, W®1
to the discomfort (not to mention
chagrin) of the censors. If you doit'
mind a bit of tragedy with
love-stories, this is definitely the
tale for you.
1 lie other novel is something of®
autobiographical tale, told in the»'
umnist manner—just like K'C are "i
trying—I said trying—to do a0*'
1 his is the book that won the Am"1
can Legfon prize for the bes! Pf
oramic novel about the Great J®
aster, "It's A Great War" by
Lee. There is power and beaut)'
it despite the peculiar form ofc",
position to which Miss Lee >s'
dieted. In a series of short, c
cut pictures she seems to put a" t
tire world gone suddenly mad
in the middle of your living-'00^
No one is slighted, every type '''L
representative in this picturelieve that Miss Lee has der"
created an epic, a living rJ
ri#7
that can be given to future 1 -s
class as humanized history, the
torical novel at its best, hut .
maybe reading the thing f°ur '
its fav°r'
has prejudiced
tIG
I hat is all for this week. ( ' p
way does anyone ever read any )(l
I recommend. I'd frankly 11
know—if you like, drop the
a line via the weekly office)week will be a Hodge-Podge <"
erature we like.
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Journal

When one tries to pick some fiction
books about the Great War that art
good, one runs up against a problem
to say the least. More people seem
to have had the yen to tell you
stories about the Great Chaos than
(I am sure) can write the alphabet
without mistakes.
Every nit-wit
from Maine to California just bows
he is the one that can write the great
love story of the war, a little ditty
about a marine and a nurse that is
destined to stand alongside "Romeo
and Juliet" as one of the milestones
in our literary history—and all he
turns out is a nice, fresh millstone,
Thus, we feel that we should not
waste time on such drivel, of which
there is not only plenty but too much,
and concentrate on those few war
epics that are worthy of a smidgin
of attention.
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Archites Preside Semi-Formal to
Over Dance
Be Epsilon
Tonight
Event

LEADER

DILL

CARNIVAL
Saturday nite many Pacifiicites
in attendance at the annual Winter
Carnival held at the Civic Auditor
ium. Among those gathering a little
snow spirit were: L. B. Grbssmith,
Jane Turner, Doug Campbell, Dotty
Phillis, Buzz Fisher, Jim Cordova,
Tom Dadris, Bob Peckler, Jackie
Dees, Charlie Patmon, Earl Hedemark, Tom Bither, Howie Hansbrow,
Joe Siegfried, Lucy Hawley, Rita
Folsom, Bill Shepherd, Doug Nelson,
Primo Yob Jay McHugh, Bill
Mathews, Efnie Reed, Del Ferroggiaro, Jerry Kiethly, Sandy Tresize,
Rex Tanberg, Junan Bronzich, Perry
Schott, Lyn Ribal, Francis Finney,
Fanny Hallmark, Bob Wentz, Jack
Dozier, Bobbie Lee Campbell, Zeke
Evans, Van and Glen Shaljean, Phil
Starr, Chuck Anderson, Jerry Tuchsen Newt Likins, Monroe Langdon,
and Lewis Ford.

Epsilon Lambda Sigma will enter
tain Saturday night with their annual
semi-formal dance in the sorority
house on the campus.
The setting will be in the midst of
spring bouquets carrying out the
house colors. White flowers on a
blue background add the spring motif
to the programs. Favors of bachelor
buttons will decorate the lapel of
each guest.
Johnny Griffith's orchestra from
Oakland will furnish the music for
dancing between nine and one. At
the conclusion, coffee and cake will
be served to the members and their
guests.

the head of the

GUEST LIST

Zetagathean club,

Friday nite finds Archania throwing
their Winter Wonderland dance on
their nicely sanded and oiled floors.
(Thanks to the pledges). Saturday
nite Epsilon slings its winter dance.

SHEING
The last skiing trip taken by the
Central Cal Club to Pinecrest proved
to be such a huge success, in more
"ways than one, that they are return
ing there this Sunday.

Two former Pacific students who
both majored in debate, Ellice Schuler and Ernest Poletti, were "married
last Saturday at a church wedding
in Oakland. The ceremony was per
formed by a former classmate, also
a graduate of Pacific, Rev. Gerald
Lowe. Miss Marie Brocco of Oak
land was the bride's only attendant
and Mr. Felix Poletti, Jr., was his
brother's best man. Guests at the
wedding were confined to immediate
members of both families.
Mrs. Poletti during her years at
Pacific was a member of Tau Kappa
Kappa sorority and of Pi Kappa
Delta, national forensic society. Since
her graduation she has been a mem
ber of the elementary school staff of
Salida. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. P: Schuler of Modesto.
Mr. Poletti was also a member of
Pi Kappa Delta at Pacific. His fra•ternity was Alpha Kappa Phi. Since
his fifth year at the University of
California, he has been head of the
history department at Ripon High
School.
A brief honeymoon was spent in
San Francisco, and the couple are
now making their home in Ripon.

Miss Jane Thexton, who has pre
sided over a suc
cessful

year

as

Those enjoying the affair will be
Marge Nichols, Roy Cincirulo, Bar went out of office
bara Squires, A1 Codiga, Evelyn Wednesday.
King, Primo Yob, Vangie Pease, A1
Geiser, Jean Smith, Max Gobel,
Helen Jean Torvend, Jack Stewart,
Pat Seavers, Jerry Cincinato, Peggy
Corkett, Marshal Peale, Virginia
Chapman, Doug Cossitt, Carolyn Rec
tor, Ralph Alden, Jane Kingdon, Rob
ert Eley, Marion Bach, Bill Newton,
Jean Miller, Don La Moine, Jean
Morrall, Ken Morton, Helen Arbogast, Dick Morrall, Blanche Hook,
Rollie Muscardini, Betty Rae Stone,
Buford Bush, Barbara Du Brutz,
Putnam Clark, Jane Stuart, Louis
Sandine, Margaret Trabert, Bill
Avery, Marguerite Etzel, Jerry Lee,
Jane Jordan, Ed Denny, Alice Tilton, Orvell Fletcher, Jean Morgan,
Bill Scantlebury, Helen Baer, Art
Irish, Zora Jean Goudy, Bill Dozier,
Eileen Daniels, Doug Taylor, Betty
Raven, Bob Broaddus, Virginia Sack,
Fred Nettell, Margie Maynard, Jul
ian Ellis, Mary Bay, Roger Baer,
Lora Lou Childs, Rudy Rivera, Jean
Du Brutz, Phil Starr, Kay Lund,
Chester Myers, ^fargaret Lcfever,
and Milton Kwate.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gulick, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Henry Welton, and Mrs.
Ethyl Flack will be patrons and
patronesses.

DERNCES

Omega Phi Gives Forensic Majors
Informal To
Marry at
Celebrate
Oakland

Wilfred Herschel (Zeke) Evans
thinks he is going to give a snow
dance at Tuolumne Meadows. We've
often wondered what hallucinations
were like.

LIFT
Christopher Morley once said that
high heels were invented by a girl
who had been kissed on the fore
head. Maybe so, we won't dispute
it, but what we wanted to know is,
who invented stilts?

TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
LESSON

YALE MYER VISITOR

Always put off 'til tomorrow that
which you should have done a week
ago.

Yale Meyer, former Pacific student,
was back on the campus last week
end visiting friends.
During his
stay he was the guest of his frater
nity, Omega Phi Alpha and enjoyed
the dance their Friday night.

Ann Blundell Is
Re-elected As
President
At informal services January 7,
Anne Blundell was seated for a sec
ond term in the presidency of Alpha
Theta Tau. To assist her, the fol
lowing corps of officers was also in
stalled :
Bobbin Gay Peck, vice-president;
Pat Roberts, secretary; Peggy How
ard, recording secretary; Minnie
Sawyer, treasurer; June Lane, first
directress; Mildred Saugstead, sec
ond directress; Bessie Fraser, third
directress; Pat Milberry, chaplin;
Betty Flickinger, historian; Ruberta
Demmon, musician; Evelyn Barnett,
Among the very active Mothers'
housemanager; Artelle Baxter, re Clubs on the campus is that of
porter; and Mae Lou Whitmore, ser- Omega Phi Alpha. Last Wednes
geant-at-arms.
day the group met in Anderson Hall
to arrange plans for a spring bridge
party. Final arrangements will be
made on February 16, when Mrs.
Tully Knoles will entertain at her
home.

SATURDAY, Jan. 22.—
Epsilon Informal
House, 9:00.
Play
Little Theatre.
SUNDAY, Jan. 23.—
Sinfonetta
Auditorium, 4:00.
MONDAY, Jan. 24.— .
Orchestra
Auditorium.
TUESDAY, Jan. 25.—
Chorus
Auditorium, 7:00.
Recital
Auditorium, 8:15.
Rainbow Club
Anderson Hall, 7:30
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 26.Basket Ball Game
Santa Clara
THURSDAY, Jan. 27.—
Student Dance
Gym., 7:00.
FRIDAY, Jan. 28.—
Rehearsal.
Auditorium.
End of First Semester.

Marjorie Nichols
Epsilon
Mu Zeta Chooses Head
Officers For
Formal installation for the new
officers of Epsilon Lambda Sigma
was held Saturday afternoon and fol
Semester
lowed by a buffet luncheon. The

Jane Thexton Surrenders
Gavel To Beth Dodds

SNOW DANCE (NO?)

SOCIAL
CALENDAR

Epsilon Mothers
Attend Meet
Mother's Club of Epsilon Lambda
Sigma met at two-thirty last Mon
day afternoon at the sorority house
on the campus. Mrs. Tully G. Knoles
described her recent airplane trip
from Paris to Switzerland. Mrs. J.
W. Barnes presided."
Mrs. J. M. Bond, chairman of the
afternoon, arranged a group of in
strumental numbers, and Miss Helen
Arbogast gave a solo.

Alinde Dohrmann, retiring presi
dent, installed officers of Mu Zeta
Rho sorority for the spring term at
formal ceremonies Wednesday night.
For the ensuing term, Genevieve
Moran will preside in the presidency.
Assisting are Beverly McGhan,
vice-president; Mildred Lagarmosino,
recording secretary; Betty Booth,
corresponding
secretary;
Nancy
Greaves, treasurer; LaVonne Rich
ardson, housemanager; Phyllis Liebman, house reporter; Hertha Rausch,
historian; Doris Marsh, chaplin;
Faye Lovegren, first directress; Cecil
Cave, second directress; Jane Wolf,
chorister; and Frances Aberle, La
Vonne Richardson, Cecil Cave, and
Frances Hallmark, members of the
house council.

installing officer was Helen Jean
Torvend, retiring president of the
house.
Officers installed for the spring
semester are Marge Nichols, presi
dent; Evelyn King, vice-president;
Alice Tilton, recording secretary;
Virginia Lee Chapman, correspond
ing secretary; Lora Lou Childs,
treasurer; Barbara Lee Squires,
librarian-historian; Marguerite Etzel,
chaplin; Pat Seavers, sergeant-atarms; Jane Kingdon, housemanager;
and Virginia Sack, assistant housemanager.
,
Saturday was also the date for
the meeting of the Epsilon Lambda
Sigma Corporation.
Miss Margot
Barth presided over the business ses
sion.

STYLE GAZING
With Peg

Now that Christmas vacation is looking rose colored angora sweater
over and the little inmates of our that looks just like a dish of straw
institution are beginning to spend the berry ice cream.
money found in their stockings (after
While on the subject of angora
paying off last year's bill of course) sweaters, that's a honey of a white
the thought of new clothes seemed to one that Madge Hepburn is wearing
be uppermost in every one's mind. too.
Jack Fitting has a new alligator
That is a honey of a new natural
skin gale coat that is doing a good colored sweater that Eunice Hood
job of protecting him from these has been keeping warm in lately.
cold winter breezes.
She wears it with a navy skirt, and
Carolyn Rector has a pink twin navy belt, making a nice combina
sweater set that she wears with a tion.
wine skirt, making a very stunning
We couldn't slight her room-mate,
outfit. -This color combination al not when Sara Cameron has such
ways did something to me. I'm glad an attractive new natural wool boxto see someone else likes it.
coat, with three brown frog fasten
I hear that Lew Morrill has a new ers.
In case Park Wilson is interested, I
Mrs. Carroll Kirkman, president, suit, nice going Lew.
Phil. Liebman, Doris Marsh, Betty had my tan shoes dyed today, so
has appointed her committees to have
charge of the affair. Mrs. C. V. Booth, Virginia Chapman, and Pat he won't be able to object to them
Wilbur is in charge of decorations Seavers are just about as nicely when I wear them with my navy
At formal candlelight ceremonies and prizes are being planned by Mrs. dressed group of ladies as you might dress after this.
Lois Ellithorpe has two of the cut
last night, new officers of Tau Kappa E. D. Wilkinson. Mrs. Cora Lynch, hope to find, while buzzing down the
Kappa were duly installed. Aline house-mother, is supervising the re ski lanes in our nearby Vicinity. Phil's est bugs ever that she calls "Dipsy"
Durst was selected to serve as presi freshments. Those wishing to at is white and du-bonnet the trousers and "Doodle," that is really a clever
dent of the house for a second term. tend are invited to make reservations are dubonnet, while the jacket is idea Lois, and they looked darling
Assisting her will be Edna Clark, by phoning either Mrs. Kirkman or trimmed with a contrasting color. the other day when you wore them
Pat's is red and black with a red with your mustard colored sweater.
vice-president; Betty Anne Smith, Mrs. Carl Hokholt.
and black hat, she wears tan socks
secretary; Mary Stanford, treasurer;
and gloves that have darling em
Alice Hall, housemanager; Patty Ma
broidered cuffs on them. Doris' out
son, sergeant at arms; Evelyn Ward,
fit is wine corduroy. Betty's is brown
historian; Lois Mae Ventre, scholar
trousers with a brown and orange
ship chairman; Gladys Ma e Hill,
jacket. Chappy's is royal blue, and
piano; Helen Hall, reporter; Myrtle
she carries out her contrasting colors
King, chaplain; Kay Myers, corre
in her red, white and blue cap and
sponding secretary.
An informal reception will honor
gloves. No wonder so many of the
young men of our campus have taken the cast of "The Silver Cord" at
a sudden interest in skiing. "Who Alpha Theta Tau this evening be
Assembling a group of his college
wouldn't with this list of girls in- tween eleven and one.
friends, Jack Blinn was host January
Invitations have been extended to
habitating snow spots.
14, at a dinner party in celebration
Murray Yates has a nice green students, faculty, and friends of the
of his birthday at his home on Argabardine jacket that at least should College.
gonne Drive. Dinner was served at
Evelyn Cary and Pat Roberts are
keep him dry if nothing else.
Mothers and Patronesses of Mu six-thirty.
arranging refreshments.
Borrow
Zeke
Evans
now
has
a
new
tux,
Zeta Rho sorority met Wednesday
The table appointments were in
ing and returning is in the capable
for a short business meeting. Mrs. white, with a centerpiece of red car girls, so he will be only too glad
to accept those formal invitations. hands of Bessie Fraser and Beverly
Everett Wolf presided. Plans were nations as the only note of color.
The
line forms to the right, and, Starr. Decorations in keeping with
made for the various activities of the
Following dinner, the boys enjoy please, no crowding, girls.
the evening are being planned by
group during the spring season.
ed bowling. Later they returned to
Dot Phyllis is sporting a good- Jean Goodwin and Peggy Howard.
the house for cards and the midnight
supper.
Those celebrating the birthday
were Duane Sewell, Ted Norton,
David Smith, A1 Hokholt, Bennett
Yost, Don Rivett, Elwood Moffitt,
and the host.

Omega Phi Club
Plans Bridge
Party

Tau Kappa Girls
Install New
Officers

present youthful
sophisticated fashions

spring

Alpha Theta Tau
Honors Cast

Jack Blinn Host
At Dinner
Party

Mothers Club Has
Meeting

LATEST STYLES

In Dresses and Hats

Like Henry Ford—

'WISE GIRL
MIRIAM HOPKINS
and
RAY MILLAND

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE

We sell for small profits
We want to make only one
dollar on Dresses and fifty

Evening Bags
Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

cents on Hats. The rest of
the profit is yours.

BURTON OLMSTEAD

with

Campus Representative

JOHN PAYNE

109 N. Sutter

Phone M2

MYLITTLESHOP
310 W. Harding Way
Telephone 3764

Alma Kay Frocks . . . exclusive with the Won
der . . . are carefully selected for smartness
and are exceptional in quality . . . remarkable
in price . . .

ALMA KAY SHOP

REASONABLY PRICED

CORSAGES"

Love On Toast

atyled with a dash ot unusual charm . . . intro
ducing fashions' newest whims . . . tubular
skirts . . . ballerina skirts . . . swirling pleats . .
bolero jackets . . . important new necklines
and sleeves . . . brilliant prints . . . spaced . .
striped or all-over designs . , . plain navy blue
and black . . . smartly contrasted with white
or touched with a splash of qay print . . .

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

SECOND FLOOR
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:dsfcIS Beck
Talk

Francismen
Edged by
Spartans

Frosh Extend
Losing

Irttgal

fat}*

Edited by BILL BECKER

Streak to Five

Chris Kjeldscn's yearling cagers
lost numbers 4 and 5 over the week
end, when they were soundly trounc
We»t the Best?
ed by Santa Rosa J. C., 50-23, and
From all early season indications,
edged out by Sacramento, 39-29. This
San Jose Wins
it looks like the Far West may dom
gives them two wins for five losses,
inate the national basketball ratings
and a .286 average.
Overtime Battle
ibis year, even as this glorious region
In the Santa Rosa squabble, the
SU(bark, you native sons!) was
Tigerlets allowed their Cub oppon
In a heart-breaking overtime strug ents to amass a 29-3 half-time lead
preme in tl football rankings this
at San Jose
last Saturday,
Pa- which queered them of any chance
season Offhand, U. S. C,
. StanfordiiI gle
fciv at
j v-'v •—
—
and t alifornia appear to be as tuugn I Ufa's lgcklcss Bengals bowed to San at victory. After that it was plenty
of
teams
as
one
coiiltl
find
|
,
l-..*.".
Cmhou
rs»o#*r«i
3R^32.
,s as obi
"•••• josc State's Spartan cagers, oo-oz. close with Kjeldscn's Kids scoring
a trie
llic|
lt was Q O. P 's fourth straight de- one point less in the second half than
in any section of the country.
1
-- Southwest II fCat .
e _—
Trojans mopped * -the
in the Northern California the victor's 21.
Oil their early season trip and spin- lt.aglle
PANTHERS PRESSED
with Stanford, while the Indians andl
^jger fjve outplayed the Spar
Saturday night last, the Tibabes
Bears both compiled remarkable rec-1 ^
)atc jn ,fa fourth period played host to Sacramento's Jay see
ords on their Eastern tours and UP* I w|lcn San Josc rallied and scored Panthers in Pacific gym, and, believe
pear to be every bit a good, i f not seven points in the last two minutes it or not, they actually led the her
iietter, than U. S
of play to tie the count at 31 all
alded Panthers at intermission time.
Dramatic moment of the game Half-time score found the Frosh on
(tragic climax) for the Francismen the long end of a 13-12 count.
-O-Pecking-came in the last five seconds of play
The Tiger yearling crew came out
Coming closer to home, here's a in the regular game when Hugh Mc there at the game's start and battled
prediction for you: Ralph Francis Williams was fouled and knocked a strong squad tooth and nail until
eccentric hoopmen are going to be cold" in the process. The sturdy they were all used up. Glenn Mer
an improved team from now 011- soph center, weaving on his feet. cer sent in his "Sac" first-stringers
starting tonight
Certain men artj a|most ma,]e the point that would and the battle was over. The Capital
coming back to life with a bang am I
won t|le gamc—almost, but not
City basketeers won handily from
things may reverse completely for
that point on.
1'acitic in this second round of the I gpAj^-p^ CASHES IN
Cox, Sacramento forward, and
NO. CAL. Conference. A lot de
The game then went into overtime Dale Halbert, Babe center, were
pends on how Hal Kuivcton's trick and the men of Sparta went to town,
deadlocked for high-point honors
shoulder Jiolds up. "Blondy bump tanking three floor shots and a foul
ed an old sore spot in his husky toss in the extra five minutes to the with ten each. The game as played
was a decided improvement for the
upper arm at San Jose and hasn't Bengal's single tally.
Cubs. They showed a better brand
been able to do a great deal with the
The game started slowly, progres of ball than they have exhibited all
ailing
probably
sed Stt'l'l'tiJ
sloppily til
~
f flipper since. He 11 |
jr • INCH
HI half-time,
1""^. when
"""" San year.
play this evening tho, as r.d " . I josc led, 15-14. A sudden scoring
ier may still be absent, owing to the|Kiirif
Ricnon. pushed
nushed
lv |>
ail| Rippon,
burst, |„,|
led |by
Paul
, Our sincere the Tigers out in front by a sub
death of his father
Sutter Creek Avenges
sympathy goes out to Ed and his stantial margin until the dwindling
family i nlhcir bereavement. Eddie minutes of the game when the homeSutter Creek High School came
was just beginning to bit his stride towncrs spurted.
back last Tuesday night to avenge
and had supplanted Bud Doyle ai
Hero of the game for San Jose the defeat they swallowed last year
the other guard post . . . However was dusky guard Lloyd Thomas, at the hands of the 1937 Tigerlet
ma
stout fella that he is, "Moose
y|w|lose mjdCourt shot tied the score basket bailers, and they made good,
be back in time for tonight's
tonights fracas
fracas. I
( pushed the game into an extra nosing out the current frosh by a
A few faxenfiggers regarding|
27-20 toll.
the Francislera:
For Pacific, Rippon was highLuke Lugonja, Sutter's trick shot
Mick Parsons leads all scorers pointer, but Ed Koehler, showing a
center, tallied 13 points to lead the
with 77 points in eight games. Kip nifty return to form, played the best
field in that department.
(ion is next with 70. The rest arc way all-around game. McWilliams turn
It was defeat number six and the
behind: Dunlap 26, McWilliams 25, ed in a creditable job at center.
fifth consecutive loss for Kjeldsen's
Hoffman 25, Knivcton 22, Doyle 17,
^ teams made 8 out of 15 foul
Both
cagers.
Avery 11, Koehler 7, Sopcr 3, Ada-1 sj10js
mina 2, Wilson 2, Dahl 1. A total
THE BOX SCORES:
of 290 points in eight games, an
P
FT
B
Pacific
No. Cal. Standings
average of 36 per. (I hat figure is| Rippon, F
12
2
. 5
W. L. Pet.
helped considerably by the 65 p
4
2
0
Parsons, F
St. Mary's
3 0 1.000
scored against the Alumni).
McWilliams. C
0
4
4
Santa Clara
3 0 1.000
0
2
.. 1
Kniveton, G
U. S. F
1 2
.333
truly terrible. (Thus far the Koehler, G
. 2
0
4
San Jose
1 2
.333
7
0
4
Hoffman, F
PACIFIC
0 4
.000
0
1
Dunlap, C
1
as compared with last year's aver Doyle, G .
SCORES LAST WEEK
0
1
1
age of well over .500 . • . Those
San Jose 38, Pacific 32.
free throws' must be made . . . or
12
8
32 St. Mary's 44, San Jose 34.
else!
(Incidentally, this foulitis
B
FT
P
San Jose State
GAMES THIS WEEK AND
seems to be catching . . .-ja notice Bendeich, F
2
1
5
NEXT
Ralph himself missed four out of McPherson, F
2
0
4
Tonight—St. Mary's at Pacific
four in the Senior-Faculty game?) Radunich, C
.. 3
1
7
San Jose at U. S. F.
. . . Worst offender on the squad in Carroll, G
.. 2
2
6
Wed., Jan. 26—PACIFIC at
this—respect is Lloyd Hoffman, gen Thomas, G
0
2
.. 1
Santa Clara
erally regarded as a deadeyc. Hoffy Smersfelt, F
3
3
9
Fri.,
Jan
28—Santa
Clara at
has bagged only one of 13. Best Kotta, F
0
.. 2
4
St. Mary's
records so far: Knivcton, 8 in 15, Larson, G
0
1
1
Sat., Jan. 29—U. S. F. at
McWilliams, 7 in 13; Rippon, 12 in
PACIFIC
23. Last year's ace charity throw
15
8
38
flinger, Mickey Parsons is in a rut
with only 7 out of 19.
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Bengals should pick up their
lay which showed signs of muss:
at San Josc. Encouraging^"1
comparative scores is that Pac;j'.
the Dykcsmcn to a measly 3; .1
the worst they've done thus ly -1
The Gaels will floor a qujjt(ti|
isting of Jenkins and MJ
forwards, Anderson at center A
Idrade and Meitz, at guards ul
Minehan, captain from Stocktml
|the most improved player it J
league and is out hi front oi l
scorers.
Al Andrade and KtJ
Meitz are the cleverest pair rf .1
fensive "sharps" in the con!®J
And there's plenty of good nJ
material available on that Ga
bench. "Dippy" Dykes does not 1»|
many worries these days.

parr" "FARR 13-5 in BE1S» "BRADDOCK WASHED
Cubs Face Strons
UP-WILL LOSE" And so on
down the line.
,
If the gabby sports scribes will be
S. F. J. C.
kind enough to scan the still wet
pages of their record books, they will
hud unpleasant evidence of then two
greatest boners, Braddock s deteal oi
Every game looks like a tough one Baer, and Schmeling's knockout o\o
oramT Tarceny—fnaFs wHat Zip "BraTye, •Jmlinutive Senior sharp to this year's Tibabe hoopmen, hut Louis. In both cases the reporters
shooter, is committing at the expense of Prof. Larson in the ac Monday night the Kjeldsenites run were so sure of their selections that
tion shot taken in the third quarter of Monday's Senior-Faculty into some of the classiest competition the loser of each event went into the
rumpus. Others hovering in the vicinity are Chris Kjeldsen, fac they have yet faced when they
ring a tremendous favorite
ulty guard; Jerry Keithley and Firefly O'Hare, a couple of 38ers. bounce thc basket ball with San
Now, Jimmy Braddock is pretty
The guy on the scorers' platform is Mick Parsons, varsity star Francisco Junior College.
old. He has come to that stage oi
Under
the
present
circumstances
taking a busman's holiday. (P. S. . . . Bralye did not make the
the Frosh contingent figures to drop the game where they are begin ZANY STUFF
shot . . . Proving once again that crime does not pay.)
Incidentally, the St. Marys«
another one here. They have played ning to refer to him as an old
far below their possibilities thus far, warhorse." Perhaps he is old and is an entire show himself, a djE
and unless they snap out of it Mon perhaps he has seen his best day who rages up and down the si
day night, another fray will have But, what Braddock still has in line, tears his hair, commits harik
that right hand of his a lot of sup —anything for a laugh, so
dropped by the wayside.
The Rams from the Bay Area have posed leather pushers would give he wins.
Ralph Francis, on the otteU
a smooth, polished outfit. They turn plenty for.
Braddock is the type of fellow who [will not go in for histrionies unle
out such hall players as I'aul Rip
pon, classy forward now doing var lives a clean, normal life. He is al the Bengals sink from theriditnlc
sity duty for C. O. P. They play ways in the best of condition, whether [ness of the cellar to the snMk
to win and there is no sentimentality doing regular duty in the ring or not. which may be oozy but not easy 1:
For that reason you can he sure that take. Possible loss of bothttlfiiiprevalent.
27-26 Victory Avenges Last Year's Loss
the faithful Irishman will he the ton and Ed Koehler isnotapta
healthier of the two fighters tonight. [situation to face. Hal's scMIc
Blacks Lose To Oilers He will be in there in his best fight Is not much improved since a ^
'And lo! How the mighty hath fallen."
Union Oil company handed the ing form, ready to give all and take- Hose game, when it was knocked.r
In forty minutes of genial mayhem and- boisterous hilarity, the up
start Seniors knocked the Faculty pedagogues off their pedantic pedes Pacific Blacks their first defeat in as much. He is smart and very lof whack.
tals last Monday night. The score, in doubt until the closing seconds P. I. B. L. competition when they sagacious, due to his numerous years
Koehler was called home bp ®
took the "Ethiopians" into camp by in the squared circle.
of the game, finally read: Seniors 27, Faculty 26.
death of his father in San Fr»:
23-18 score last Tuesday night.
Highlighted by some exceptionallyd"
James will also be at the well- land may not be back in time for ^
fine shooting (unconscious or other with Georgie Bralye, Senior mentor, This gave the Bengal "subs" a record known cross roads in this fight.
[game, in wdtich case Bud DoM
I
n
t
r
o
d
u
c
i
n
Di$. . N . . Dot
wise), the game was a corker from hooping one from 50 feet out, be of 2 won against 1 lost, and shoved Either he does or he doesn't, in Iget another chance at the guaxdi?Cj » • • • • •
start to finish and a large Block "P" yond the center stripe. "Pitcher them into second place in the league other words. If he defeats Farr, Teaming up with the tall sopwf
We were wondering:
coffer-swelling
crowd enjoyed fes Handle" Jacoby just previously loop standings.
he is definitely on the way back to if he is fit, will be the steady»
How Kip Bralye made that supertivities.
ed a one-hander from the portside
long shot in the Sr.-Faculty row.
Wright doing the dirty work for the greener pastures—and we don't ton. If not, Earl Dahl, or *1
It all began like this:
Half ended with the Faculty still cultured class".
mean grass. If he loses, a fine
That was easily the longest shot
amina or even Bill Avety Jj
"Butch" Bralye's Thundering ahead, 16-12.
seen at Pacific in three seasons. A
With only 32 seconds to go, Jac fighter will have come to the end pressed into service at t e ,,
Herd, the men of '38, dashed onto SUCH A BEEZNEZZ!
long heave for a little man . . Who
oby looped a free throw and Ed Sim- of the pugilistic trail. Until he post.
the floor first
and ran through sig
With DANNY GASSBERG as go-between
the six "Night Riders" were
In the third quarter the action be onsen tossed a basket to bring the loses is cannot be believed that
nals in the approved Stagg system. came intense and much fouling was
LEADING THE "pUSH" lf
We've found, out Darby, Patritally to 27-26 just before the final t e once champion of the world is
ED KOEHLER
BUD DOYLE
On the front line of atta»
Style Gazer reported that they look committed, especially by that rough
through."
quin, Tulloch, Hanson, Gaumnitz,
whistle was blown and the assem
If nothing else ever happens in
One of the two youngest men on ed simply devastating in their orange and tumble guard, "Dipsy Doo' Wen
Parsons, Paul Rippon ana •
and Schott are the boys who have
Farr
is
a
good
man
and
a
worthy
bled
multitude
collapsed
from
the
Hoberg's Resort, at least it can boast the Tiger cage squad is Bud Doyle. and black jerseys, originally design
vowed to see every basketball
"
trial for Braddock. The Welshman Baby" McWilliams rf
the distinction of having presented Doyle is the 19-year-old casaba kid ed for softhall but which looked very ger, he of the free arm swing. The strain.
game.
So far they have . . .
guarding was so close in this period
The latter has^l
Ralph Francis and Bralye shared wil be fighting
a sort of tune-up start.
the College of Pacific with one of its who has wrenched a starting berth nice under the gymnasium lights.
How good Earl Harvey, Modesto
that only four baskets were made,
clinched the center posit"8 O
most talented athletic sons. For, for himself on the varsity five in his
Then, in installments came the shots by Al George, Rudy Rivera high-point honors with 8 apiece match tonight. He may be overcon
J. C. lad, really is in track. We'll
Pat "'Urn
DunlaP m
from thc little place in the hills hails sophomore year. He got the jump decrepit Faculty. Bob Burns trund
O'Hare was next with six! while fident because of his grand showing game, at least.
soon find out. He's pretty smooth
Ed Koehler, the bravest and go-get- on other candidates who were detain led in invalid Wenger in a wheel and Gordy White for the oncoming Waldo, jacoby, Simonsen and Kjeld against Joe Louis. He may have be- pivot-man is showing m , >
on skates . . . Why Dan Looney
ciation of late and s o«W .
tem-cst guy that ever hit football ed by football early in the basket .ball chair, Waldo came in supinely stret- Seniors matching another beauty by sen accounted for four each.
d careless
couldn't keep a skate pace in that
'us condia t ?,"
dummy or chased a casaba here season, but his sharp, fine play kept cherd, Kjeldsen and Larson hobbled the scintillating Mr. Waldo to tie
Of all the shining lights none was tioT
part of the action with the W
S a Pr°hability that
rollicking roller game Monday. Dan
'
L
t
'
the count at 18 all, going into the
abouts.
more
dazzling
than
Norm
Weneer
in
on
crutches
and-crowning
touchhe
hasnt
tra.ned
too
hard
for
this
him
in
the
number
two
guard
spot
must have lost five pounds that night
fourth and final round.
.-ardM
Ed sails six feet one inch of muscle alongside of Hal Kniveton,
whose lamp sported a lustrous shin- fight.
In reserve at forward
"Arabelle's Boys" (Wright. Jacoby,
. . . Why Rippey wasn't on the floor
By this time the customers were
and bone into the Pacific ozone every
man and Al Soper wil
Fenix and Francis) motored into the sprawled over the rail, tongues hang n/-?T T Te 011 of thc str»ggle
H
the
above
is
true,
the
with the Seniors . . . Mebbe he likes
Bud
is
also
one
of
the
tallest
mem
lluc
> tne bad
time he stretches himself.
He
GOOD SKATES . siH»
sec some action.
,
other indoor sports better . . Where
bers of this year's melon machine. arena via pushmobile and trailer- ing. It was during this quarter that
So add >y ,°utweiffhs advantages.
?
ro'ler-skatmg
preliminary
"The Big Apple" number fj
W;
Pacific is going to go in the Far weighs 183, stripped, and this isn't The Antioch ambler stands six-three train.
the
Faculty
put
on
their
sentimental
on by Al Liedstrand's
H^i.. u"„
iedstrand's HoI^Rolk-rs
Western Conference.
All the the first time , he has toted around in stocking feet. He is fast and QUICK RECOVERY
y u get"lights out" act and tried to claim
James J. Braddock by at 8:15, and Pacific hj over Al Harkins' Heller:
points!
teams appear to be improved, par a varsity apple. As a soph he played shifty for his height, not like some
a
bucket
in
the
dark.
But
Mick
Par
The
pedagogues
snapped
out
of
the Gaels do the
jjtti|
heelS
regular
guard
on
last
year's
FranThis contest,"ciose~an"tH=
'
ticularly Nevada. The Wolves
tall ones who strain a knee cap every their invalid invalidism as soon as sons, official tallyhoer, didn't give a 18-16.
r ^ i i »
:Vose ali the way,
movement. Prelim °'„ .J,
cisquad.
rolled 'em in the aisles and reauirPH
beat U. S. F. twice last week . .
(at publ^1
time they shake a leg. Crops his the game started, however. Ralph hoop for their argument.
SPOOK" SCARES 'EM
an overtime period for decision K facllTTemW kT t0 ,iste» to the named teams
Why track scholarships weren't of
blond
hair
close
and
smiles
nicely
The
bloody
melee
reached
slaugh
Francis
opened
the
scoring
by
flit
A strange tale goes the rounds
starts at 7.
fered this semester to get good track
°ft cxccss
under two blue "see-ers."
ting through the Senior Beef Trus terous proportions in the fourth fore Johnny MacMillan sank the steam after their '
winning
two-master.
Liedstrand
men here immediately. But then you about this magnificent-bodied Koe
ters for a neat bucket, then followed frome. Jacoby's foul toss put the
iors Monday niglfTVT1' "VT
can't blame the administration for hler. Due to a set of detachable top DE GOILS LIKE DOYLE
up with a couple more to give the Faculty one up, but Bralye sank two high-point mail with !2 Ss, Tut grievances they had T u"\? lhc
His strong arms make him quite
a
guy
named
Looney
stole
tZ
u
being cantious. They want to see row front teeth (four—count 'cm'alibis" are as'fo.Tws S,1°Uld * bC
Pedantsa 6-3 lead at the end of the of 'em to put the Seniors back on
Boy, did they laupi-i
u Sh°w'
results first—what
student response four), he has acquired a title. It is a ball handler—a very necessary asset first quarter.
Sports
top. Martinovich's southpaw shot
he
said,
when
the
rugged
Mr.
Koehler
sat
down
to
play!
in his business. Of late he has been
will be. Sometimes it's kinda hard
Firefly O'Hare was the only mas from the corner made it 22-19, Sen
1
removes
ye
phonies
his
best
friends
jS"
m.T'n.Sj
'!«
»»
tor
in a slump with the rest of the todon in the senior starting line-up iors. Suddenly, from out of mad,
to figure which comes first—the cart
Equipm611
practice,
c'. and
ana so
so
they went into th* c"""
him too who could hit the hoop. He account mirthful scrambles for the pellet!
or the horse . . . Why Arnic Trax won't tell him, hut they'll call him team, but, Francis finds
"f condition. Alsn ?-'e""rc,y out
lcr hadn't been writing, 'til we got a —"Spook". So much does he re good to be benched even under such ed for all three points.
came the fighting Dane, Chris Kjeld
TILL
Bones.
for them to get i
tradltio'i
,
circumstances. He can usually shoot
letter saying that he is going to the semble. Mr.
Prof.
Waldo
had
a
little
trouble
sen, not once but twice to sink i.
matically whe£ t, ,.°, P01"ts, auto
onight when the Galloping Gaels wjtj1 tjje j,est 0£ tj,ertlj possessing
Oaks' training camp next month
2 A. M.
Blue Ribbon
getting his bearings in the initial pair of beauties putting the Faculty
thev
l» * L
, thcl Bg'its
they a
always
"eo's RO out-as
(with a better than average chance prance into Stockton to mangle our a yery sharp cye
on
top,
23-22.
frame
after
Doug
Silva
put
a
flying
n,ght.
of making the grade.) Trax has what Turrible Tigers", Ed Koehler is go
Aided and l ni°r"Faculty
Doyle laughs easily and heartily. block on him. Chris Kjeldsen al
Dairy Products
it takes and should make good in pro ing to be in there plugging away He's the bloke what told us about most knocked Waldo over with a FIRST DOWN, TEN!
two Points then--abcttcd bV these
The little master mind, "Jiggs'
ball if his wobbly knee stands up just like he has done on so many the guy across the way—about his bullet pass shortly afterward.
—|JF
Bralye, came through again and then
okay . . . YOU WERE WON other athletic occasions. The Dykes molars, we mean. Yeah. Imagine!
28-27. Ah, well,
Serve Pacific
Waldo got his revenge in the sec
- y ls always
281 E. WEBER
DERING . . . why we didn't stop dribblers are going to find a very But he's a swell fellow to talk to and ond period, when he and another Al George got "hot" and pocketed a
'earned ones.
next year, dear
this drivel long ago . . . Right? sharp claw in that Bengal paw— be with. Last year he was quite a new Prof, Larson, sank two of the floor and a foul shot, giving the
Fine—well step out altogether sharper than they expect.
card with Bengal-belles on campus. prettiest "butterfly" shots of the en Seniors a 27-23 lead with a minute
and turn the reins over to capable ing to satisfy Pacificites* sport This semester he sorta slowed down tire game. Larson's shot, in parti and a half to go. Flying tackles and
flying blocks became quite prevalent
Danny Gassberg, the new sports craving and we hope that some of —to a roar.
cular, was a lulu, coming from 35
at this point, with Silva and O'Hare
ed . . . It's been a lot of fun try these pages have filled
the bill.
Is easily discernable on the hard feet out. He was the most surprised leading the assault for the UnderThanx for your eyes.
wood when in action. His smooth- man in the house.
grads and "Toughie" Wenger and
The shooting throughout the sec
flowing stride picks him out and
ond quarter was miraculous, nothing
places
him
in
the
spectator's
eye.
For
"THE STORY OF ISLAM'
«SS.
Looks serious when working, but lets less. It is doubtful whether there
up when "school is out." Tab the have ever been so many "skillful" will he the subject of the address this
AT THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
EXPERT...
stratospheric soph for future star slop shots per square minute in the Sunday Morning at 11 o'clock at the
history of the gym. The half ended
dom at C. O. P.
1W tm
^
Unitarian Church, 2737 Pacific Ave
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